
Shonihari 
Week 10 (8)   3/24  

Theory and practice of Supplementary Treatment Systems: EV tx., Shigo tx. as “home treatment”  

How to relate to the child. Methods to stop their crying.  

 Practice root and local treatment with Taishi-hari, Jaku-san, Teishin and EV, Shigo 

 

Supplementary Treatment 

Extra Ordinary Vessel Tx. as Home therapy 

Use magnet, and how to use magnetic tester?  

The magnet used for EVs is 800 gausses in strength. The one 
side of the magnet has a small projection, and the other side 
has flat surface. The protruded side is positive, and the flat side 
is negative in polarity.  
After determining which EV tx. pattern (SHO)to use, place the 
positive side on the master point, and the negative side on the 
coupled point.  

Then, check the pulse, the main symptom, and if any 
tension of the neck and shoulder improved, 
When you find the best EV sho, mark the points. Then retain 
the magnets on each point about 15 minutes. Suggest to them 
this method as their home therapy. They apply it one or two 
times a day. 
Additional Super 4 
EV tx. is done by using the corresponding 8 master/coupled points; 
these points all belong to the twelve regular meridians. In addition to the 
original EV patterns, we use 4 additional patterns: 
( 1 )  L R 3 - - H T 5  ( 2 )  L I 4 - - S T 4 3  
thus four additional meridians not normally used in EV tx are utilized. 

 

Shigo Treatment 

Its uses in Shonihari are very simple. If 
Evil Ki effects a specific meridian and/or 
it shows up at a specific time of day, it 
becomes an active excess(stagnation) of 
Ki, which disturbs homeostasis.  It may 
also be manifested as deficiency on its 
paired meridian. As a result, problems 
can occur. 
Treatment Key Points 
1 -Use the horary clock system and treat the opposite meridian 
based on symptomology or time.  
2 - For Organ problems or bilateral pain, use more active 
deficient type pain point.  
3 – In assessing the meridian, first check the Luo Pts. or Xi-
Cleft Pts. for deficient type of pressure pain, or use other 
command points based on the diagnosis. 
4 - Use gold pressballs to treat. Retain on the point a few days 
(1-3 days). To retain longer, replace the balls on the same point 
after a few days to avoid irritating the skin. 

 
GB11-1am HT11-1pm     LR1-3am SI 1-3pm. 
LU3-5am BL3-5pm       LI 5-7am KD5-7pm    
ST7-9am PC 7-9pm      SP9-11am TW9-1 pm     

Have More to Say?  
Again, it is smile and gentle face. 

Most effective point for Ac-tx. is Volcano point. 

It feels like a “dry-old-towel” for regular needle or 3 edge needle 

and “Floating-Dry-Bush-Island on the pond” for moxibustion. 

And it is to make the treatment short and be a friend to the 

child. 

 

TIPS FOR SHONIHARI 

Oriental Magic 

Shonihari is Oriental magic that puts children back on their feet, 

making smiley faces, peaceful sleepers & hungry munchers. 

With Shonihari children light up with treatments that are 

pleasant, and become full of life in a matter of minutes. With 

Shonihari children can say bye-bye to sickness, and families can 

beam with joy together. Shonihari is a preventive medical 

treatment that is enjoyed by children and puts a smile on their 

faces.                                                                             

Masanori Tanioka 

 Education of the guardian  

Praise for the child 
*** To agree and sympathize with their parents’ appeal. 

1. To understand the suffering of parents. 

2. Explain the progress and prospect of sickness and 

symptom. 

3. To let them understand the plan and treatment.  

    

*** Please ask questions in return, 

 if you find it difficult to answer their questions.   
 Parents may ask you some questions which might have no 

answer (or very difficult to answer) in many cases.   

“I don't know...” could be one decision of answer, 

though ask some related questions may lead to find the 

answers in some cases.  

 

Suggested to complement and admire the child in the 

presence of the guardian.  This will gain their attention, 

and then you can more easily tell them whatever 

important matters they need to hear. 
 

「Essence and Practice of Shoni Hari」 

1. To come in contact with a gentle face. 

2. To touch a child’s skin as feather touch. 

3. To imitate an animal sound (voice). 

4. To find a way to have those children naturally follow you 

rather than you chase them.  
5. To be able to follow the speed and movement of kid's mind. 

◎ Children are very impatient, and also easily change their 

minds. 

◎ They are interested in moving objects and love to touch them. 

◎ They are curious, very active and never keep still. 

◎ To handle children according to each circumstance, physical 

power and a flexible mind are necessary.  

 

 

 

 


